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         SSLC EXAM 2022 

• Name of the Student:  ______________________  

• Name of School: ___________________________ 

• Target : __________________________________ 

  I. Answer the Following Questions:  

1. Make a list of the effects of British Education in India. 

2. What were the effects of British land taxes? 

3. What were the features of the Government of India Act of 1919? 

4. Explain the contribution of Puttabasappa of Kodagu in freedom struggle 

5.  Discuss the Surapura rebellion in brief. 
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6. The Treaty of Srirangapatana was inevitable for Tippu. Explain  

7.  What were the aims of Arya Samaja? 

8. What are the preachings of Brahmo Samaj? 

9. Explain how Swami Vivekananda was a source of inspiration to the youngsters? 

10. List out the reasons that led to the failure the 1857 mutiny. 

11.  What are the effects of 1857 revolt? 

12.  Explain the Queen’s declarations of 1858. 

13. List out the programs of Non Co-Operation movement. 

14. What are the reasons for unemployment? 

15. How is communalism fatal to national unity? 

16. Explain India’s relationship with Russia 

17. What are the reasons for tension between India and Pakistan? 

18.  How is untouchability a social evil? Discuss 

19. What are the legal measures undertaken to eradicate Untouchability explain 

20. Write the difference between organized workers and unorganized workers 

21. What is the importance of communication? 

22. Explain briefly the importance of Road Transport in India 

23. L:ist the factors which influence the localisation of Industries 

23. Explain how industries help in economics development of a country? 

24. What are the effects of floods? 
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25. What are cyclones? Mention their major effects 

26. What are effects of land slide? 

27. Write the effects of earthquakes? 

28. Mention the precautionary measures to be taken to reduce the effects of earthquakes? 

29. What are the effects of coastal erosion 

30. How do we calculate Per capita income? 

31. What is HDI? How it is calculated? 

32. “Women self-help groups are supportive to women empowerment” justify 

33. What do meant by underdevelopment? What are it’s causes. 

34. Examine the causes for low HDI of India 

35. What is the role of Panchyat raj institution in rural development? 

36. What are the key features of Panchayat Raj system in India? 

37. Explain Gandhiji’s concept of Grama swarajya in the light of decentralization 

38. What are the characteristics of bank? 

39. What are the functions of bank? 

40. What are the advantages of opening bank accounts? 

41. What are the services offered by banks? 

42. What are the characteristics of entrepreneurship? 

43. Explain the importance of an entrepreneur? 

44. What are the Functions of Entrepreneur?  


